
STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 2, 2000SPATIAL DATA CAPTURE IN GIS ENVIRONMENTA. M. IMBROANEAbstrat. Traditionally geographial data is presented on maps using sym-bols, lines and olours. A map is an e�etive medium for presentation anda database for storing geographial data. But herein lies some limitations.The stored information is proessed and presented in a partiular way andfor a partiular purpose. A map provides a �xed, stati piture of geographythat is almost always a ompromise between many di�erent users. Comparedto maps GIS (Geographial Information System) has the inherent advantagethat data storage and data presentation are separate and may be presentedand viewed in various ways. The ore of GIS environment is the mathingof spatial data (digital maps) and attribute data (the meaningful of spatialdata) together. The attribute data are in fat tables assoiated with geo-graphial features stored in spatial database. The main problem is apturingand storing spatial data in digital form. In this paper we will approah justspatial data apture in vetor format and not the database organization.1. IntrodutionThe geographi entities or objets in GIS are based on two di�erent types ofdata: spatial and attribute. Spatial data representation in GIS are lassi�ed intoraster and vetor, whih are dual with regard to spae bounding and spae �lling[6℄. Parallel to representational duality, there is the duality of spatial onepts,namely entity-based and �eld-based onepts [4℄. The fundamental di�erene be-tween the representations as well as between spatial onepts auses problems ininteroperability and multi-soure fusion [8℄. Attributes or desriptive, or aspatialdata are alphanumeri data related to the graphi entities. They are also alledthemati data beause they ontain themselves a theme of the graphi features.Attributes of vetor units are stored in omputer �les as reords or tuples that maybe linked to them by pointers. Usually the attributes are stored in traditional re-lational database. This operation is alled geooding or address mathing. Thefat is that attributes data an be linked with other tabular data (external) andso the new data an be proessed together with the others. This is one of thepowerful spei� operations in GIS. Spatial data and attribute data an be stored2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 91B99.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. J.2. [Computer Appliations℄ : Physial Sienesand Engineering { Earth and Atmospheri Sienes.104



SPATIAL DATA CAPTURE IN GIS ENVIRONMENT 105separately or together depending of the database design performed by the GIS pro-prietary. A geographial database is a set of geometri entities (spatial features)and attributes. The major problems are to apture, store, manipulate, maintainand proess the spatial data. In order to obtain a digital map whih an be pro-essed by GIS software it has to be depited in separated themati layers, like:topography, geology, hydrology, and so on. The next step is to separate points,lines and polygons assoiated with real entities from the layers above. And �nally,eah graphi feature, points, lines, polygons have to ontain just a single theme,like towns, roads, administrative boundaries.In this paper we will approah only vetor format and related attributes. Thevetor format an be represented in two omponents: geometri (graphi) data andtopologial data. Geometri data have a quantitative nature and are used to rep-resent oordinates, lines, areas et. The two-dimensional vetor format has threesubtypes: point, line and polygon, named features. These features are alled also`graphis primitives' (de�nition borough from CAD/CAM software). Geometri,or non-topologial data models are those in whih any positional information arereorded. The reognition of individual spatial units as separate unonneted ele-ments haraterized the early data organization for digital artography. Topolog-ial data desribe the relationship between the geometri data. There are severaltypes of topologial relationship: onnetivity, adjaeny, and inlusion. Exam-ples of queries onerning topologial relationship are: whih areas are neighborsof eah other (adjaeny), whih lines are onneted and form a network or a road(onnetivity), and whih lakes lie in a ertain ountry (inlusion). Topologialdata are not always stored expliitly, beause in priniple they an be derived fromgeometri data. Note that this de�nition of topologial data is slightly di�erentfrom the striter one used in mathematis.To avoid the onfusions and for simpliity it is better that every type featurerepresents only one type of an objet in a layer. Example: in a point theme wehave only towns and not other kind of point objet. In a line theme we have onlyrivers and not roads.2. Data apture programs in pseudo-ode form for point featureThe ore of the vetor data storage is the apturing data from digitizer tablet.This proedure will be used for point feature storage, line feature storage, andpolygon feature storage. We have di�erent programs in pseudo-ode for the threespatial features: point, line and polygon.Program POINT {Captures and stores x,y oordinates}open VECTOR_POINTrepeatread od {od =1 write in file, od =-1 end}all DIGITIZE(x,y,id$)put id$,x,y



106 A. M. IMBROANEuntil od =-1lose VECTOR_POINTendSubsequently we will illustrate the transfer of a string of data in ASCII formatfrom a tablet and extrat the (x,y) oordinate. The proedure DIGITIZE allsthe port repeatedly looking for the data, assembles the (x,y) oordinates.proedure DIGITIZE(x,y,id$) {Get x, y and id$}all GET_STRING(str$)x=num(val(str$,1,4))y=num(val(str$,5,4))id$= num(val(str$,9,4)endproedureproedure GET_STRING(str$) {Extrats haraters from the port}str$="":port_signal=0repeatall PORT(port_signal)all INKEY(key$)if key$ <> " " thenhar$=GET$str$=str$+har$endifuntil (har$=hr$(10)) or (key = " ")endproedureVal$ funtion extrats x, y values and the identi�er from a spei� part ofstring, Num funtion onverts from string to numeri value. So the x oordinateis obtained at the numerial value of part of str$ string, starting at the harater1 and ending at harater 4; y is starting at harater 5 and ending at 8. Theidenti�er feature (id$) is extrated from harater position 9 and end at 12. Theprogram may be used for ontrol points and point theme as well.The next step is to reate attribute table linked together with VECTOR POINTwhih ontain desriptive data on point features. This mean to open VEC-TOR POINT and read every identi�er ode and reate for it a �eld (harateror numeri). In subsequent we present the program in general form.Program ATTRIBUTE_POINT {Creates the attribute table}open VECTOR_POINT {assigned to point feature table}open ATTRIB_POINTrepeatget id$,x,yrepeatput id$read file_type {1 for har 0 for numeri -1 for finish}if file_type=1 then read hr_field$put hr_field$



SPATIAL DATA CAPTURE IN GIS ENVIRONMENT 107if file_type=0 then read num_fieldput num_fielduntil file_type=-1until endfilelose VECTOR_POINTlose ATTRIB_POINTendUsually just a few �elds are generated in the attribute data �le. More data anbe joined from an external relational database. The join ondition is that every�le has a ommon �eld.Examples. Assume that we must reate a point theme, whih is represent-ing towns at suÆient small sale that the shape of the town is not important.In the VECTOR POINT �le we have the oordinates of every town and in AT-TRIBUTE POINT we an have the subsequent �elds: town ode (whih must beunique), name, population and so on.3. Data apture programs for line featureFor the line feature storage it is onvenient to use multi-button ursor. Thefuntionality of the buttons is pre-spei�ed. Here we de�ne one button (say button1) to denote a digitized point, another (button 2) to mean `start node { start ofar', and the other (button 3) `end node end of ar'. The following ode showshow a vetor of points an be build up by orretly interpreting inoming datafrom the tablet using this priniple. Suh ode normally is treated as a proedureor a sub-routine within the program ontrolling the data generation proess.Program LINE {Captures line feature}open VECTOR_LINErepeatread od {od=1 write in file; od=-1 for end}k=0repeatall GET_STRING (str$)k=k+1on$=val(str$,9,1)x=num(val(str$,1,4))y=num(val(str$,5,4))if on$="button2" then beginline(k,1)=x: line(k,2)=y endif on$="button3" then beginline(k,3)=x: line(k,4)=y endif on$="button1" then beginline(k,3)=x: line(k,4)=yline(k+1,1)=x: line(k+1,2)=yendif



108 A. M. IMBROANEuntil on$="button3"read id$put id$kk=k-1 {kk = total number of segments}put line(1,1),line(1,2),line(1,3),line(1,4),kkfor k=1 to kkput line(k+1,1), line(k+1,2)endforuntil od=-1lose VECTOR_LINEendThe attribute �le ontains desription data on line feature. Usually line at-tribute ontains the ar length, beside others. This harateristi is required inalmost all spatial proedures analysis. The algorithms that follow use the nextfuntions two ompute the length of a segment and area of a triangle:length(x1,y1,x2,y2) = sqrt((x1-x2)*(x1-x2)+(y1-y2)*(y1-y2))area(x1,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3) = (x1*y2+x2*y3+x3*y1-y1*x2-y2*x3-y3*x1)/2An algorithm for the attribute �le is given below.Program ATTRIBUTE_LINE {Creates attribute table for line feature}open VECTOR_LINEopen ATTRIB_ LINErepeatget id$,xs,ys,xe,ye,nlen =length(xs,ys,x(1),y(1))for i=1 to n-1len = len + length(x(i),y(i),x(i+1),y(i+1))endforlen = len + length(x(n),y(n),xe,ye)put id$put lenrepeatread file_type {1 for har, 0 for numeri, -1 for finish}if file_type=1 then read hr_field$put hr_field$if file_type=0 then read num_fieldput num_fielduntil file_type=-1until endfilelose VECTOR_LINElose ATTRIB_ LINEendExamples. If LINE VECTOR refers to roads, the attribute data must be odeof the road, name, length, quality and so on. If LINE VECTOR refers to rivers,



SPATIAL DATA CAPTURE IN GIS ENVIRONMENT 109attribute data must be ode of the river, name, length, quality, mean debit and soon. 4. Data apture programs for polygon featureThe polygon theme is in a way synonym with the line theme. In fat a polygonis a losed line (start point and end point are the same). When the line is �nishedplaing the ursor in the right loation (exatly in the same loation where thestart point is) might be problemati. This is a real problem beause we are notable to mark exatly the same point at di�erent times (if we move a little bit theursor). It is an \error" problem. So it is neessary to establish an error insidewhih the two points represent the same point. It is often named snap node error(or snap node tolerane). This is linked with the digitizer preision. Anyway theerror is establish suÆiently small for the purpose of using the map. Operatorspei�es this error before the digitizing proess is running. If the two nodes areinside error tolerane, the start node `snap' the end node and therefore we havejust one node (xe=xs, ye=ys).Every polygon must ontain an isolated point inside the polygon (not neessarilyin entre) named entroid. Like for the line feature storage we use a multi-buttonursor.Program POLYGON {Captures and stores polygon features}open VECTOR_POLYread snap_pointrepeatread od {if od=1 then apture polygon; if od=-1 then end}10 k=0repeatall GET_STRING (str$)k=k+1on$=val(str$,9,1)x=num(val(str$,1,4))y=num(val(str$,5,4))if on$="button2" then beginline(k,1)=x: line(k,2)=yend else if on$="button3" then beginline(k,3)=x: line(k,4)=yend else if on$="button1" then beginline(k,3)=x: line(k,y)=yline(k+1,1)=x: line(k+1,2)=yenduntil on$="button3"xs=line(k,1): ys=line(k,2): xe=line(k,3): ye=line(k,4)dist = length(xs,ys,xe,ye)if dist>snap_point then goto 10



110 A. M. IMBROANEkk=k-1 {kk = total number of segments}read id$put id$put xs,ys, kkall DIGITIZE (x,y,id$)put x,yfor k=1 to kkput line(k+1,1), line(k+1,2)endforuntil od=-1lose VECTOR_POLYendA multi-polygon map often requires a hierarhial data struture beause poly-gons will share ommon boundary and line segments will terminate at the ommonnodes. Moreover, to produe artographi output, any ombination of polygonsmay be required.Usually the attribute table ontains beside identi�er, both perimeter and areaof the polygon, followed by an arbitrary number of �elds. For the perimeter wean use the same proedure as for ar length. The measurement of an irregularfeature suh a polygon an be done by alulating the areas of the trapezoids underthe suessive line segments whih make up the polygon [1℄. Another method for�nding area of a polygon is to deompose the polygon in triangles using the entroidoordinate, and �nally alulate area of eah triangle.For an e�etive evaluation of the area we depit the polygon in three parts:�rst triangle, intermediate triangles and last triangle. A pseudo-ode program forattribute �le is:Program ATTRIBUTE_POLY {Creates the attribute table}open VECTOR_ POLY {assoiated with polygon feature}open ATTRIB_ POLYrepeatget id$,xs,ys,nget x,ylen = length(xs,ys,x(1),y(1))a = area(xs,ys,x(1),y(1),x,y)for i=1 to n-1len = len + length(x(i),y(i),x(i+1),y(i+1))a = a + area(x(i),y(i),x(i+1),y(i+1),x,y)endforlen = len + length(x(n),y(n),xs,ys)a = a + area(xs,ys,x(n),y(n),x,y)put id$,len,arearepeatread file_type {1 for har, 0 for numeri, -1 for finish}if file_type=1 then read hr_field$



SPATIAL DATA CAPTURE IN GIS ENVIRONMENT 111put hr_field $if file_type=0 then read num_fieldput num_fielduntil file_type=-1until endfilelose VECTOR_ POLYlose ATTRIB_ POLYendData entry proess, suh as retrieval of themati data from seondary soures, ortopographi data apture from digitizing operations, are typially managed withina GIS. The task is to provide the user with tehniques for interfaing with inputdevie and �le handling proedures.Referenes[1℄ Braken I., Webster C., Information Tehnology in Geography and Planning, Routledge,London, 1990.[2℄ Butten�eld B.P., Digital De�nitions of Sale Dependent Line Strutures, in Proeeding AutoCarto M.J. Blakemore (ed), vol. I, 1986, 497{506.[3℄ Foley J. D. and Van Dam A., Fundamentals of Computer Graphis, Addison-Wesley, Reading,Mass, 1982.[4℄ Frank A.U., Spatial Conepts, Geometri Data Models and Geometri Data Strutures, Com-puters & Geosiene, 18, 1992, 409-417.[5℄ Imbroane, A.M., Moore D., Init�iere �̂n GIS �si Teledetet�ie, Presa Univ. Clujean�a, Cluj-Napoa, 1999.[6℄ Peuquet D.J., A Coneptual Framework and Comparison of Spatial Data Models, Carto-graphia, 66, 1984, 113{121.[7℄ Wallae V.L., The Semantis of Graphis Input Devies, Computer Graphis, 10, 1976, 1,61{65.[8℄ Winter S., Bridging Vetor and Raster Representation in GIS, ACM, 11, 1998, 57{63.\Babes�-Bolyai" University, Faulty of GeographyE-mail address: alex�geografie.ubbluj.ro


